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Friday Lockout

Applicallonta for Fresiunan
filtnit counselors for the full
wariester are being arrepted toda) throuKh April 7 lei the Colh.ge I MOIL According to Barbara Ihiffess, junior class pithit’llI’llairlaaaa, all students are
eligible for the to l’01.1111Willr positions.
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Teachers’ Federation Kennedy’s Econ
’Red Hot’
Asks Riot’s Investigation Staff
Says YD Adviser

P. William F. Stanton, legal
counsel for SJS local No. 1362 of
American Federation of Teachers,
has requested the Public Utilities
commission in San Francisco to
conduct "a complete investigation"
of a statement made by a Pacific
Telephone agent last December
that 600 faculty members in bay
area schools were communists.
The statement was made by a
special agent of the P.T.&T., Don
Lister, at the Napa city hall last
yefil:. While showing a company.
owned print of the controversial
film, "Operation Abolition." The
showing had been requested by
Napa police chief Sherwood Munk.
NECESSARY STEPS
Dr. Stanton, requested by the
AFT to take "necessary steps"
toward P.T.8t T., either through
the courts in a private action, or
through the state commissions,
said that the teacher’s union is
mainly "just interested in whether
he tLister) is improper in his
statement."
Lister’s statement, which named
the University of California, San
Francisco stateand Stanford university as the communist -infiltrated schools, appeared in the
March, 1961 issue of the "Liberal
Democrat," a political magazine.
". . . In prefatory comment on
the film, according to Mrs. Grace
Slater, Don Lister, an employee
of the company, referred to 600
teachers at the University of California. San Francisco state and
Stanford who were communist,"
the publication stated.

Inter -Class Council
To Meet in Lounge
The Inter-Class council will meet
today at 5:30 in the faculty lounge
of the Spartan cafeteria to complete the organizational structure
of the council, announces Phil
Barry, sophomore vice president.
The council decided to elect two
members from each class as representatives to the council, instead
of one member as previously
planned, according to Barry.
"One member from the student
neil will attend the Inter-Clam
mril meetings to enable the
mined to work closer on the ASB
level. he said.

However, yesterthy the agent
and the company both denied the
accusation had been made. Lister
said his claim was that the 600
area faculty members had signed
a petition opposing and seeking
abolition of the House Un-American Activities committee.
The teachers’ union, requesting
a "full investigation," said Dr.
Stanton, wants to know whether
the telephone firm used operating
costs to purchase the film, which
is an account of the San Francisco city hall riots last May, and
whether it is within the corporate
powers of the company to conduct
programs against communism.

British Labor
Party Split
TASC Topic
The recent split in Britain’s
Labor party will be discussed in
depth today by Dr. Richard W.
Staveley, assistant professor cd political science, as a part of TASC’s
contemporary educational lecture
series.
Bob Gill, national and international coordinator of the group,
said that Dr. Staveley will speak
at 3:30 in Spartan cafeteria rooms
A arid B.
Dr. Staveley will talk brieft,
about the history of the Latin!
party and its relation to the wor11ing class movement. He will di,
cuss "Ricardian and Keynesian
economics," two influences on the
socialization objective, according
to GIB.
Finally. Dr. Staveley will define
and compare two factions presently snuggling for control of the
party - the faction that supports
total nucler disarmament and the
segment that stands for a strong
military deterrent and a solid
;
NATO alliance.
Dr. Staveley was graduated from ,
the University of Sydney, Austra- I.
ha and received his MA and
Ph.D. degrees at the University of
(*hirago

President Kennedy has a vigorous "Infighter" to cope with the
economic roadblocks on the road
to the new frontier, Dr. Leon Lee,
associate professor of business,
told an open meeting of the Young
Democrats last night.
Dr. Lee, adviser to the group,
spoke on the President’s Council
of Economic Advisers. He said that
the present council, headed by
Walter W. Heller, is the most active and influential Washington
has seen in 10 years.
Dr. Lee stressed the importance
of the economic council saying,
"We may soon be living under
laws originating with this committee . . . it is going to play a key
role in the Kennedy administration
in the next few years."
Heller and the other two members of the council have an "intimate and direct" relationship
with the President and confer with
him about twice a day, Dr. Lee
said.
Heller believes that the present
unemployment problem is the result of too great a tax bite in
relation to government spending,
and feels that increased spending,
rather than a tax cut, is the key
to a vigorous and healthy economy,
Dr. Lee stated.
Heller was a professor of economics at the University of Minnesota before assuming the government pi,st.

No Shots Today
No smallpox shots will io
given today in the Studios
Health center’s inuminizatiiiii
clinic, according to Mrs. Helen
R. Smith, supervising nurse.
Immunizations available in the
clinic’s series include tetanus,
diphtheria-letanus, ty-phold, polio
and Influenza.
Shots will he gin-en in Hitt 311
from 1 p.m. until 4 p.m.
Faculty, employees and students taking six units or less
will he eharged 50 cents for the
p0111) and influents Immunizations, Mrs. Smith said.

Governor

Supported
By Teachers
A letter signed by more than 70
SJS professors was sent to Gov.
Edmund G. Brown yesterday in
support of his refusal to issue an
executive order prohibiting accused communist agitator Frank
Wilkinson from speaking at the
University of California.
The letter, Misted by Dr. William F. Stanton, associate professor of economics. commends Governor Brown for his "proper and
courageous position" on Wilk-.smes speech held yesterday s.

Author Tagore riweee.ershhaarie.
Was Unique
Decides Kilby ,

Seniors Schedule
’Flick’ Tonight

Chimes of Time.
Will ’(ong’ Again
The Tower Hall chimes have
been silent this week because of
loose connection in the electrical
system. according to chief engineer
Vic Jansen.
the estimates that the chimes
will be serviced and workable by
the time studenta return from
F.aster vacation.

leged and honored that we have
been granted official permission
to go by the Communications division of the Mexican government," he noted, explaining that
there is no reciprocal agreement
between our government and Mex.
ico allowing this type of trip.
Why is the class held so far
away? The extreme tides of the
Gulf of Baia California provide
excellent tide pools for collecting
seashore animals. Also, all types
of beaches can be found within a
60-mile stretch below San Felipe.
RUN HAM STATION
The group will carry radio
equipment to the campsite and
broadcast. during the entire fruTwo years ago, the Mexican
Shore Patrol called on Dr. Pi sano’s radio operators to assist in,
finding a boat which had capsized
during a violent gulf storm. They
stayed in contact, going in shifts
all through the night, until the
boat’s passengers were rescued.
GROWTH OF A TOWN
Dr. Pisan() has been leading a
biology class to San Felipe for
seven years. "In that time we’ve
seen it grow from a small fishing
village to a medium-sized town,"
he said. "They have two doctors
%nioswitedtthheemy hr,i,d none when we first
Each year. before he leaves, Dr.
Pisan and his staff gather all the
used children’s clothing they can
find and take It with them for
the children of San Felipe. He
estimated that over half a truckload will go down for distribution
by the local church.

To Attend

SPUR To Study
Political Conclave
Plans Tonight
Plans for San Jose State’s first
political convention will be discussed tonight at a meeting of
SPUR. the oldest campus party.
Sam Obregon, newly elected
president of the group, announced
the proposed convention would be
modeled after the national political conclaves.
The meeting will be at 7:30 in
CI1167 and is open to all students
Interested In furthering student
government. according to Obregon.
Ohregon stated that the group
"has no rigid party lines ... SPUR
Is directed almost entirely toward
achieving campus and student
goals," and commented that other
groups on campus "have taken A
lesson from SPUR and recognized
the value of political pat-ties."
Elected to office with Obregon
were Ted Heckathorn. vice chairman and Rod Diridon, treasurer.

Convention

Two SJS professors will journey to St. Louis during spring vacation to take part in the semiannual convention of the American Chemistry society. They are
Dr. Albert Castro, chemistry !Professor, and Dr. Ralph Fessenden,
assistant professor of chemistry.
Both men will give abstracts of
papers concerning work done at
the college.
Dr. Castro will -Pe
Reaction of Pyrylmagnesium Bromide with Gamma ChlorobutyronBride." This talk concerns an "unexpected and accidental discovery"
that happened while experimenting with the structure compounds
produced by the bacterium Serrano Mareescens, Dr. Castro said.
On March 27, Dr. Fessenden
speaks on "An Extension and the
Reversibility of the Silylamineamine Exchange Reaction." Dr.
Fessenden said the paper is the
result of a disenvery made while
experimenting at the end of last
summer with David Crowe, senior,
chemistry student.

NO. 91

Council Turns Down Poland Fund;
Authorizes Voluntary Donations
A proposal that SJS student
body funds be used to pay for
Jefferson Poland’s trip to Florida
where he will serve a jail senience for his participation in a
southern sit-in demonstration was
defeated by Student Council yesterday in favor of an alternative
plan of voluntary contributions by
SJS students.
The original motion, made by
sop homore representative Joe
Stroud lost by a vote of three
to seven with five abstentions.
The second proposal, which authorized the community services
committee to establish booth,
for collecting donations by individual students on campus, passed
by a vote of 13-0-3.
Prior to voting, the issue was
debated on several points by coon
cil members: Stroud and gradual’
representative Stan Stevens leu
the arguments in favor of allocating the $116.14 from ASH funds
for the necessary bus ticket.
FIGHTS INJUSTICE
In a prepared statement presented to council, Stroud argued
that Poland’s actions are something which "SJS may take pride
in" and that "his fight against
injustice is our fight."
Stevens supported the issue
largely on the groin-ids that since

SDX to Give Award
At Deadline Dinner
night in Gardens

your feelings ahmit
’
education, freedom of speech
the free society." the letter sty
"ft is our hope that you will conThe
.
Member f the
/
tinue your vigorous leadership in
!efense of constitutional rights." Year" will be presented tonight
.
at
Sigma
Delta Chi’s eighth anMost professors approached
seemed "eager to support" Gov-1 nun! "Deadline Dinner," to be
held
commented
at
the
Hawaiian Gardens at
ernor Brown’s stand,
"Tagore denies the solitary and Dr. Mervyn Cadwallader, assistant 6:30.
monastic life which has always professor of sociology.
"A certificate will be presented
been the traditional path chosen:
by the SJS chapter of the naby Indian youth," Dr. Richard W
tional professional journalism society to the faculty member who
Kilby, professor of psychology
has contributed outstanding servsaid yesterday, at the weekly book
ice to the campus community,"
discussion in Spartan cafeteria.
said SDX adviser Gordon Grels
Dr. Kilby reviewed Sir Rabindassociate professor of journalism.
ranath Tagore’s book, "Collected
Peyton Place Ls the movie being’
Featured speaker of the evePoems and Plays," in observance shown by the senior class tonight
of the Tagore centennial, which at 7 in Morris Dailey auditorium. ning will be a speech prepared by
is being celebrated this year according to Rod Diridon, senior Francis Williams, British journalist and past press secretary to
throughout the world by devotees class president.
Prime Minister Clement Attlee.
of Indian literature.
The movie stars Lloyd Nolan,
,,,eTtaedgotrhee, alitHe ientduwlithhidlorszahlere.a:T; Lana Turner. Hope Lang, Diane; Williams, a visiting professor of
journalism at the University of
Varsi. Lee Phillips, and Terry California, will speak on "The
his career, according to Dr. Moore.
Dangerous Estate."
Kilby, and instead, totally imIt is a stark complex revelsAn original skit prepared by
meDrrs.edNhiliiTysealfision society.
that the tinn of secret life in a small New Pete Kuehl will be an added feanoted poet-dramatist shows a England town. Based on a book by ture of the evening’s entertainit is an expose ment. The skit, entitled "The
unique aptness for painting word Grace Metallias,
, of hypocracy and twisted erns- Congo Line," is a satire of the
of nature, children, home-,
th e, tions as they overtake seemingly Congo situation with SDX memlife, India and other parts o
bet’s playing the roles.
innocent people.
world which he had the opporTickets priced at $3.50 are still
tunity to visit.
available at the Journalism and
Selections read by Dr. Kilby
Advertising department from SDX
from Taisore’s major works in- C
members, according to Gary
chided excerpts from "Gitanjah,
Palmer, ticket chairman.
which was awarded a Nobel prize
for literature.
Theme music, composed by Ti
gore, was played at the 1
and end of the discussion It I

45 Students To Resume ,n
Class Monday in Mexico
By KEN WINKLER
and ANN PHILLIPS
Classes will continue during
Easter vacation for 45 students
journeying to Mexico with Dr.
Rocci Pisan, associate professor
of biology.
They will study whatever they
can catchwhether it be an octoPas. a horned lizard or even a 30foot worm. The program is part
of the biology 178 extension
course in "seashore life," according to Dr. Pisano.
The students must also display
a weal deal of ingenuity in merely vetting to the class. They have
tO form car
pools to take them
and their equipment - including
la gallons of water per person
to -"kin Felipe, a fishing town 10(1
miles below the border.
CLASS ACTIVITIES
During the week students will
be able to go swimming, skindivine, fishing, boating and hiking in
the surrounding desert.
Dr. Pisano’s group is the only
Class to travel outside of California this year. "We feel Privi-

t
1.tol haat hol
regaideneek
proved
be midnight, tomorrow night
according to Stasis Kay Blodgett
chairman of the AWN judiciai
hoard. "This tapecW 1101I
been made due to Easter usatlon," Miss Blodgett explained.

student body voted support of
sit-in demonstrators last year, it
would have been consistent to give
Poland and his cause material
support in this instance.
Council ’members who opposed
the original motion stated that
although they supported Poland’s
actions and his decision to return
to Florida they did not wish to
assume the responsibility of cornmiting the support of the entire
student body to this issue.

Carmick Says
a triotism
Need Urgent
OSP

Early in the debate, the alternative plan of voluntary donations
from individual students came up
and was the basis for opposing
Stroud’s motion.
This plan was opposed by
Stroud and Stevens who charged
that the council was "shifting"
or "avoiding" its responsibility.
Following the meeting, however, Stroud stated he did not
feel his motion had been completely defeated since the council did not act to ’accept the
responsibility on behalf of the
ASH to back the courageous action of Jeff Poland" by establishing some means to collect the
necessary funds.
POSSIBLE DELAY
A temporary delay in the collection may develop, however, because of the coming spring vacation. Stroud explained that Poland
will probably remain in San Jose,
if possible. until after the collection has been completed.
Other business handled by council included a final report submitted by Brent Davis who resigned from his post as ASB executive secretaiy to campaign for
ASB president in the spring elections.
Davis’ report included several
recommendations for legislation.
In particular he proposed legislation dealing with the nisi ruetion,
parking, and college -community
relations commit tees,

Rear Adm. Edward S. Carmick
IUSN, Ret..) said yesterday before
a small gathering of faculty and
students that the United States
"has no cause for shame," and
that "the time for patriotism is
nowthe type of patriotism that
must stem from pride, as well as
love for our country."
The associate professor of Industrial Engineering, sponsored by
a new campus political group.
"Students Against Communism,"
delivered his talk in rooms A and
I; of the Spartan cafeteria.
In his talk, titled "Pride and
Patriotism in America," Professor
Carmick said that "during
three and one-half years at SJS
my
I have watched trends develop- _
ing here I did not like." The farulty member continued that he
tried to believe that these trent-15
" were healthy," but that "las*
spring these trends at SJS be.
’
came unhealthy."
County Industrial Safety: confer’DEFEAT OR SURRENDER’
ence will be held March 29 with
These trends, explained Profes- general sessions beginning at 9
sor Carmick, are either for "de- a.m. in TH55.
feat or surrender or, in some deDr. Witold Krassowski, Santa
gree, toward weakening the vari- Clara university assistant profesous organizations of our govern- sor of socioloey, will speak
on
ment, and toward weakening (oust "Motivation" at a luncheon
in
patriotism and nationalism."
Spartan cafeteria.
On the other hand, Professor
Registra lion for the one-day
Carmick said he "knows of no conference will be from g iii 9
communists at SJS, nor of anyone
who could even be called a ’comdiscussed will he
Topics to
munist dupe.’" However, he said, effective safety committee
due to certain minority pressures. Mons, accident investigations, mawe have a "dismal" atmosphere terials handling and power
truck
here. which ’is dangerous."
safety, safety in cons t i-uct ion
PROTEST FEELINGS
trades, industrial health and elecIn a question and answer pe- trical hazards.
clod following the speech, a stuA special session is planned for
dent asked how Professor Carmick industrial nurses.
felt about the recent protest
Sponsoring the eonferenee is
against letting an alleged corn- the SJS Institute of Industrial
munist speak on the University of Relations of the Division if BusiCalifornia campus, and the so- ness. Santa Clara county oh:,
called "Freedom Caravan."
of the National Safety Cot. "I’m all for them," said Profes- San Francisco chapter of
sor Carmick, "Communists, under lAmerican Society of Sorely
our laws, can speak in this coun- gineers and the His ISIOn of Industry, but I don’t think they should." trial Safety of Californi:,

world wire

ANTI-CASTRO DRIVE IN SPRING
NEW YORK ICPII- -A spring military offensive against the Fidel Castro regime will get under way "in a very short time" --possibly
a few weeks, a Cuban revolutionary leader predicted yesterday.
"In a very short time we will be able to rescue Cuba from the
hands of international communism," Dr. Manuel Antonio de Varona,
former Cuban prime minister. said. "The fighting in Cuba will increase
tremendously in the near future."
De Verona arrived in New York yesterday to help establish a
new "provisional government" aimed at the overthrow of the Castro
regime.
SEATO CONFERENCE ON LAOS
BANGKOK, Thailand (UPDMilitary advisers of the eight -nation SEATO alliance met in urgent conference on the Laotian crisis
here yesterday. A high official said they began a study of military
planning to repel Red aggression "in the light of recent developments
in the area."
The conference chairman. Thailand’s Gem Surajit Charusreni
said he was confident that "if use of military power becomes inevitable," SEATO will be ready "to do whatever is necessary to assure
our mutual security."
NEW U. S. ARMS ORDERED TO LAOS
WASHINGTON (UPIt - President Kennedy took steps yesterday
to bolster the anti-Communist front in Laos amid speculation that
he may be preparing sonic dramatic new declaration of Western plans
for the embattled kingdom.
The President ordered a new increase in arms aid to embattled
pro-Western forces, and officials said he may call on members of
the eight -nation SEATO pact to help save Laos from Communist
dominat ion.

Ind una
st I S a f et y
Conference Slated
For SJS March 29

Classic Film Star
Is John Wayne
-1 h,.
\
’
pantomime film skits by Marcel
Marceau will he shown today at
3:30 and 7 p.m in the College
Theater as part of the Classic
Film program series.
The feature film stars John
Wayne. Thomas Mitchell and
Barry Fitzgerald in an epic of
Caribbean intrigue.
MI presentations in the series
are free to members of the SJS
community, according to Robert
Orens coordinator of the program.

TASC Essay Contest
Tonight in Cafeteria
Leae
guo’
t
i tion
and Freedom essay Contest will
he held tonight at 7-10 in Spartan
cafeteria rooms A and LI under the
sponsorship of TASC.
Seven fins list s representing local
high schools will he judged on
essays based on the theme "High
School Students Speak for Peace."
according to Ben Zlataroff. education chairman of TASC.
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
Invites Assemblyman
To Seek Reds Here

,r

HE’S PROCAPLY THE MOST WELL ADJUS112
’TEACHER IN -rfie P5*(01 DEPARTMENT. "

Music Slated Today
The SlIt’S.C. ut MUP1C Literature class will hear three guest
performers today, 11:30 a.m.,
Concert Hall.
Dr. W. G. Walters and Thomas
L. Ryan, professors of music. will
present "Sonata No. 3 in D
Minor for Violin and Piano."
Joyce Thompson, student of
Dr. Walters, will perform "Romance No. 2 in F tor Violin."

Library Concert
Records scheduled from noon
to 1 p.m. and 3 to 4 p.m. in the
library study room:
Moussorgskii: Pictures From
au Exhibition.
Turina: Cuentos De Espana.
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EDITOR Like Assemblyman
Francis, I also ant deeply concerned about "alien philosophies"
on this campus.
I, too, have received evidence
of "intense activity" at SJS and
other California colleges. But my
Information comes not from "a
couple of professors and one
student leader" on campus, nor
from an anonymous letter or
telephone calls. My information
comes from good Republican
sources, namely the Los Angeles
Times and Time magazine.
This "alien philosophy" employs to monolithic structure, is
organized into local units called
"cells." denies freedom of dissent, and would destroy our civil
liberties given the chance.
I am not speaking about the
Communist party, nor about a
group of fellow-travelers or
dupes, as might be imagined.
This organization waves
its
staunchly anti-Communist flag
long and hard.
The organization which worries me, Assemblyman Francis,
is the John Birch society, which
claims to be American but is,
In reality, more dangerous than
the decrepit organization it
fights.
Come to this campus, Mr.
Francis, and I torn sure that you
will find members of this chauvinistic group. Indeed it would
not be surprising to find that
your informants, at least the
well-publicized "student leader,"
to be card-carrying members of
the John Birch society.
M. Fred }Laken
.5.s11 11475

Writer Explains ’Cut’
Portion of Letter
EDITORDue to my original
letter having been partially deleted it did not portray the intended meaning in full. Therefore, I find it necessary to resubmit the latter paragraphs of
my letter tenclosing the deleted
parts in brackets) for further
clarification,
Stevens’ assertion that "bias
will end when Negroes live decent" is not supported by historical fact. Some of the greatest
Americans were Negroes; yet,
they did not gain total acceptance or oneness within American society. [When the Negro
gains total acceptance within a
society, his actions and behaviors
will not differ significantly from
other individuals of that society.]
Some notable examples of Negroes at oneness with their respective societies will support
this assertion; Alexander Dumas,
(author of the Count of Monte
Cristo) a Frenchman. of Negro

Thrust and Parry

(comBeethoven,
German. allegedly of
Negro extract ion;
I Alexander
Pushkin, (Russian literary figure) also a Negro.] All possess
universal eminence, and yet,
were they here present, 1 dare
say they too would be subjected
to the same biases so flagrantly
advocated in Dixie or the more
veneered quality which gains
usage in our present locale.
Shelby AL Cavern’
ASK 1212
(Editor’s note: Mr. Givens’
letter was overly edited due to
a mathematical error in word
to hiM.I
count thir ate
extraction

poser) a

Here is Potpourri
Dislikes
Of ’Likes’
EDITOR
Ev ery body mutes
to your paper. Everybody’s got
something to say. Us too. We
like your paper. We like your
staff too. We particularly like
Max Schulman. Don’t worry
about not having an editorial
policy. Who needs it?
We like Jefferson Poland. Only
maybe he should have been
named Lincoln Poland. Or maybe, better yet, Lincoln America.
He is going places. Is he a PR
major? We don’t like Gustafson.
We don’t agree with what he
says, but we will defend to the
death his right to shut others
pp. And the right of others to
shut him up.
Franc-is I R-SM is an alarmist. It’s enough to make everybody see red. We hope we don’t
get SACked from school for this
letter.
We think the "Gorgeous Gams"
contest is asinine. Someone’s
really reaching for an idea- hope they find one. The contest
makes me ashamed of San Jose
State and our legs.
Is it true that the state assembly is going to use old textbooks for scratch pads? Why
don’t they keep the tower and
just throw away the bell? We
like the architecture at San Jose
State but why call it architecture? Why don’t we either have
to take P.E. or ROTC but not
both? What kind of goo(l- practicing Jewish boys want to join
Christian organizations? Why
does everybody have something
to say about everything? Who
needs it? Why doesn’t the unapathetic minority (good guys)
join the apathetic majority I bad
guys) to help stamp out journal-

istic twaddle? Why doesn’t the
Spartan Daily have autonomy
and restrict its publication to
one sheet once a week? Why
don’t the student have autonomy
to decide whether or not they
want to buy the newspaper and
not be billed for it every semester along With involuntary ASB
membership?
Bill Barrett
ASB 101424
Rick Sherman
ARB M9011

Suggests Guidance.
Counsel for Browning
Enrron vv, a mild

like to
help "a lad who out of a deep
personal and hypersensitive impression of his own inadequacies
has conceived and clung to an
ideology which he feels an occasion to defend."
Mr. Browning, we feel you
and
guidance;
counsel
need
therefore, we would like to take
this occasion to inform you of
a few pertinent facts (which you
have overlooked) concerning Dr.
Hermanns’ recent speech. We do
not wish for you to feel that
you must entrench yourself to
"some" ideology (Communist,
fascist, or Americanwhichever
appeals to you). Take off your
blinders and face the facts
what is fanaticism?
Dr. Hermanns has experienced
it, on occasion - in the Kaiser’s
army land three years in a
French prison camp), under Hitler, and fanatic communism
(first hand). He has defined a
fanatic as a person who indulges
in wild, extravagant notions
rather than judgment.
But Mr. Browning, being an
authority on fanaticism. surely
knows what the term means, It
is apparent through his vast experience in the field that he is
well qualified to advise us on
the subject.
Since we have pointed out
that a fanatic is a person on ho
doesn’t quite think (as perhaps
you, Mr. Browning), we sincerely
hope that the occasion will not
arise when such individuals control our destinies.
Ralph N. Dunlap
ASB A11690

the difference between honest
dissent on the one hand and
treason or subvention on the
other hand.
The rudeness during the Anne
Braden talk, the slapping of the
Sunnyvale woman at a recent
showing of "Operation Abolition"
when she laughed (there is one
place where no one could help
but laugh!), the recent unsupported statement of one of our
neighboring assemblymen, all
show a growing hysteria on the
part of some. It is good, however, that this is now in the
open and can be seen for what
It is.
We need our hecklers, be they
patriots on the far right or
"peace marchers" from Lockheed
to San Francisco, as long as they
allow each person the freedom
to dissent from their particular
views. Most of us do not agree
with either extreme: we may,
even at times, dissent from those
in the middle. This is not only a
right, but a necessity. for God
alone is the Lord of the conscience, nof Li group rmr a state.
Our greatest confusion comes
from an insecurity which does

not allow Its the patience
to 04
another the freedom of sonem
protest at many of the inequ%.
ties in our still too human
ciety. The man who would 0
-god" is the one who vvould
fort,
all into his own world vies:
11)on
.....
l’ulupli
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MALOLOA ADMIRALTY windworthy 100%
cotton gaberdine jecket with tas’n pocket
and British collar Matching tailored
Hawaiian trunks In while, gold natural,
olive and Woo with contrast braid striping
Jacket 5195 Trui,k; 55
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AVAILABLE
One 2-Bd rm. Modern Apt.
BEST PARK
ING IN
COLLEGE
AREA

SJS Knows Treason,
Dissent Different
EDITOR There is a healthy
stirring on our campus these
past weeks forcing into the open

Carole Jea
Men’s Apts.

n

350 S. 10th
Call CY 3-4955 Day
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or Night

Salem refreshes your taste
"air-softens" every puff

MALOLOS PICCADILLY LANE foulard
stripe, terry lined ’eche with terry trim
on front Teamed with standard Hawaiian
action trunks both of 100% cotton In
rolor combinations of spice. olive and blue
au,,d Jacket SR 95 Trunks IL

met MN

sunning on a raft, Catalina combines the sun and sea of

California with the British style influence to brighten your seaworthy command.

STORM WARNING 100% cotton knit Car
diesel with ri length sleeves. Contrast tone
tom on ticket and matching front zip
Memnon trunks ’Storm God’ embroidered
en jacket pockets and trunks Colors in
white, gold or spice. Cardigan $9 95
Trunks 57.95

bla

maim; LIGHT BRIGADE ragirnantai
stripe locket with British accented collar
and oar sae pocket Shell head buttons.
Shown with tailored front rip trunks. Of
100% woven cotton in color combinations
Of gold/red or grey/green. Jacket $6.95
Trunks SO 95

Catalina, Inc., Los Angeles, California. Anothor line

COLOR GUARD blares knit cardigan with
full sleeve and button front Shown over
medium length boxer trunks Finest 100%
cotton and available In colors of gold/black
et nevy/rad with white. Cordtgon 57.95
Trunks $695

KayserRoth ProducIa

c

menthol fresh
rich tobacco taste
modern filter, too

Eva6IE

SARATOGA

flgelge

JACK TAR Roush knit cardigan with
length sleeves and stand-up collar. Knit of
100% fine cotton Square rig fitted trunks
of cotton and rubber Combinations of
gold, olive and nevy with white Cardigan
MI 95 Trunk, 55 95
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Yes, the cool smoke of
a/6eqr. e41- ...)60/-et9wo
-7-1:
Salem refreshes your taste just as springtime refreshes
you. And special High Porosity paper "air-sof tens" every puff.
Get acquainted with the springtime-fresh smoke of Salem
and its rich tobacco taste! Smoke refreshed ...smoke Salami
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Q: You mean ... ?
A:Oui! I spent so much time
tugging at my baggy, saggy
T. shirt... I couldn’t concentrate
on the battle.
Q: I see. Well do you realize that
Jockey’s new ’F -shirt is Power Knit with a quarter again as
much resilient combed -cotton
yam to stay soft and keep its perfect fit, even after countless washings? The new Seamfrees collar
won’t sag; the full -proportioned
body won’t bag. And the deep.
tuck tail stays every inch as long
as the day your Jockey Power.
Knit T-shirt came fresh out of
the package.
A: NOW he tells me!

him acceptance by the mass of’ Europe’ stands for the same poli- some neighborhoods in El Cerrito
white America, most of which. of tical tyranny. Both extremes deny:i Calif.
course is decent .
treedom of speech, petition, as-1 Have you noticed all the poo,.
Cases
’ in point are the warm: scantily, and press; freedom of re- ellY given Negro crimes and the
reception given the young first ligion; the safeguards (il Anglo little given to their achievements?
grade Negro girls who were inte-1 American law. Both are totali- The North is as
guilty as the
grated into the public schools of tarians, and both can
recog- South. When individuals
of white
New Orleans, the gracious recep- nized by their eagerness to throt-, families ’excluding the poor) are
tion accorded Charlene Hunter and le all critics.
invoked with the police their
Hamilton Holmes at the UniverThis political likeness cannot , families are usually called in to
sity of Georgia and the treatment even be expressed by the Right -1 the station. Their eases seldom
given Willie Mays by San Fran- Left dichotomy. And both ext reales remit the books. All a Negro has
cisco.
I urther muddle matters by some to do is exist and he is a victim
But for "the lower class Ne weird "double-think": thus, the of your "white justice." This is
groes," Mr. Stevens’ analysis is de- Communists call their economic true in California as well as in
ficient in some minor but impoi t- micialims the "real democracy:" Alabama. In California the law is
ont respects. llow can they learn the extreme Right
cooperating , less biased against the Negro.
to live like "decent people?" Who beautifully with the Communists 1 The Negro’s petty stealing and
should he select to guide hinv!
equates capitalism with "real killing each other would have to
Reverend Martin King iti obviously ,lenusaltey." In their Never-Never climb to equal your murders,
of an indecent and unacceptabh land, a horse is probably a
1.veti your own mothers, sisters.
type.
I :(tilt’.
soieides and robberies.
Perhaps the problem goes (leenNonetheless. their technique is
When you say we have leaders
er than we suspect. It must be highly successful. The Right -Left who claim the Negro will not
assumed from the text of Mr.1 oversimplification fooled some lib- fight against another black naStevens’ letter that it is certainly erals in the "10s, and it is fooling tion, that person is speaking for
not inequality of opportunity that some conservatives right now.
himself. How many Negroes were
from his birth besets the Negro.
The historical fact is that neith- turncoats? How many whites were
Could it be that, after all, the er capitalism nor socialism guar- turncoats?
millions of "low class Negroes" antees indisidual liberties. Thomas
The Negro has been in America
Jefferson would have seen nothing longer than any other racial miare genetically inferior?
Let us reject scientific and so- to choose between a capitalistic nority, yet he is treated the
ciological evidence as well as mor- Nazi Germany and a socialistic worst.
al consideration that we need care, Communist Russia. Ile would
While someone is instructing
for our less fortunate. Then, per- have preferred a capitalistic Unitlower class Negroes in the South
haps, the issue for them will be ed States or a semi -socialist Engso clearly drawn that even they land. The latter two safeguard how to live as decent human becan see, as Mr. Williams would individual liberties by a demo- ings, why not instruct all whites
argue, that life is not so sweet cratic political and legal struc- to live as decent humans.
In itself, that structure is
as to maintain it at the price of
I ask one favor
start here
neither Right nor Lett: its logical
oppression.
in San Jose If sou put your feelThis, of course, would take us opposite could be called tyrrany
back a full century or more for or dictatorship oi. totalitarianism. ings into sincere practice they
rub off on the Southern
Of the democratie liberties. free
this indeed is the direction of Mr.
We who live in glass
Stevens’ logic and the scope of speech is basic. Maybe that was
why the Founding Fathers nut it
his perception.
first.
M. Goldner
IN CONCERT
AsIt 11311
Roland
AND DANCE
Associate Proles.or
\
Why No Bells?
English DepartfillIli
IOW:HUI
Eortm:: VIly aren’t the hells ot
Answers to Facts
Q1 I \11:1
the Tosser
the,. ,1,,ss"
(Dc..wnLest P H WInner -Liz I:sterly
In Stevens’ Letter
Bet Jo:,’ 6I^
Asti AGO1112
1.1/1 11(11:
..
.
.t reply
MONDAY, March 27. 1961
(Editor’s Note: Thank you tor
Ii,,’ letter m room bs Moreland
One Night only
the news tip Please %eV stors
I.. Stevens, AS1110708. I am a
on page onc.)
Negro student here at SJS and
interested in your letter for
Left. Right Concepts an
.’venal reasons.
Not Tied to Liberty
It has been proven that when
1481 Almaden Road in Sam Jose
EDITOR: It’s too bad if the debate Negroes move into white neighborAdvance tickets on sale at:
on free speech is being interpreted hoods it does not turn into a slum
SHERMAN CLAY & CO.
89 South First
as a struggle between conserva- area.
Individuals, black and white.1
MARS RESTAURANT
tive "Rights" and liberal "Left."
3151 Stevens Creel Road
do
not
keep
their
property
cared
This simple-minded view blots out
SAMBO’S CIRCUS ROOM
the crucial distinctions.
The liberal Left of the
wanted more government coy
of economic matters: the com,
vative Right wanted less control
or, by
In this economic sense
extension, capitalism vs. socialism ,
- - the words are clear enough. But
an economic system is not a political structure.
Communism, the extreme Left.
is not just an economic system:
its political theory calls for a
tyrannical power structure. The
extreme Right (called Fascism in

SAM 80’S

CIRCUS ROOM

*Napoleon’s final defeat came at the
1ho
hand, of the Duke of Wellln8lon
Battle of Waterloo. June 18. 1815

c(PART 41’s: DAILT-2

I Thursday. March 21.1Nr.

!also espoused Is) a few Inferior I self.
whites like Linus Pauling, Albert
The tact f the Southern N..
Einstein, Bertrand Russell, Ghandi gnu’s inferiority in some depart.
should not cast stones.
Nla *irk A. Craig
and Thoreau.
merits should be n source of pride
slt 111;33
I was burn in the South. I to no one. This fact only indihave seen Negro families scaveng- rates the immense debt the AmerWhites To Blame
Imo, the American
?I
’A
ing in a garbage dump. I did not
For Negro Plight
blame the Negroes. They had to New,’
Lin ha l’Itt
I isITOR: Mr. Moreland Stevens live. I blamed the "morally so%sal 9897
tic.
e certainly cortert. Everyone. , wren." white nape,
knows that the aserage Southern
Negro Is inferior to average white
Southerner. But why? Since emancipatIon 100 years ago the Nem,
has faced every social, economy.
ideas! The
new
New franchise
in Califorrno!
Golden Point rest
and intellectual disach ant age t he
plus high service
speedy
you
give
We
Southern white could give him
quality
food!
The Southern Negro learned that
I 444111
he was not "good enough" to pm 10 a ill. Ili 12 p.m. liols
ticipate in white culture. Do
Id 2 a.m. trilla)
treat a man like a dog and es
pect hint to act like it man?
THE GOLDEN POINT
Mr. Stevens speaks of IMP
I 9811
Av,.
2940 Alum n
which Negroes ruined. But it
not the Negro who decimated o
virgin forests, plattered the co
try with foul and filthy cities, ..
blotted out the once -lovely he..
scope with mountains of be.
cans.
Tnsh.
e Negro crime rate was 0,,
Boned by Mr. Stevens. But
did not speak of the truly gr.
criminals: Attila, Hitler, St,
the Yankee slavers and the
her Barons. But then they vs. ,
white.
Certainly Mr. Stevens kn-,
that the pacifist cause is (or m
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GLANA’S
SALON OF BEAUTY

It
Says
Here . .
You
Can’t
Miss
with a
STEAK
from . .

MILLER’S
Steak House

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
on all beauty services
MON.
TUES.
WED.
Continued Special Rates
on shampoos and sets
all five days
CYpress 7.6979
167 E vviLLIAPAS ST
,
.

163 W. Santa Clara
Every Sunday We Specialize in
Complete Dinners
Roast

Beef

Baked

Ham

$135

Steak Dinners $160
Turkey
Roast Lamb

homebound students

dr’
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,)00115, INC.

POWER-KNIT
T-SHIRTS

ICONOSOlai; WIC

DON’T WEAR
THAT MOTH-EATEN
SWEATSHIRT HOME!

Everybody’s’ ’
Watching
for the...
FREE
HAIRCUT
,h

every

3.,e1,1,0

and ser

at...
Campus
Beauty
Salon
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily
275A E. SAN FERNANDO
Between 6th & 7th Sts.
across from the Adm. Bldg.

CY 3-1186
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Instead buy a new San Jose State Sweatshirt
from Cal Book.
Cal Book has the ’real you’ personality sweatshirt
in long or short sleeve, with or without hood, sizes
small io extra large. Sweatshirts available in all the
the popular shades of unbleached grey, navy blue,
white, and powder blue.
Your choice San Jose State Sweatshirt;
with long sleeves
with short sleeves
with long sleeve & hood . .

$2.95
$2.85
$3.25

Take one home to the brother,
sister, niece, or nephew . . . S2.25

Buy your personality sweatshirt today at

CALIFORNIA BOOK COMPUY
134 E. San Fernando

11111=9"--

4SPARTAN

DAM’

Thursday, March 23, 196.1

San Jose Trackmen Battle Bears

Spartans Beat Oregon Ducks;
Break 9-Game Losing Streak
SJS baseballers blasted the
Ducks of Oregon 13-5 yesterday
to break a nine game losing streak
and end a string of 24 scoreless
innings.
San Jose returns to Municipal,
stadium today at 2 p.m. in hopes
of making it two in a row.
Stocky sophomore righthander.
Dave Turnbull. mastered the Ducks
for seven of nine innings, giving
up five hits while striking out 10.
Bothered by control problems.
inconsistent support and a hard
hitting
Dick

Oregon

Brede

pitcher

through

named

the

first

four frames. Turnbull l’Aing back which finally drove Brede from
strong to shutout Oregon for the the mound.
remainder of the game.
Big man in the big frame was
At the plate Brede was the Spartan shortstop Larry Togno-

.otighest man on the field. He
tripled home two rums in the second and doubled across two more
in the fourth to give Oregon a
healthy five run lead early in the
contest.
But the Oregon starter lost both
his control and his "stuff in the
bottom half of the inning, giving
the Spartans six runs and a lead!
they never relinquished. Fourl
walks aided the four hit attack

EASTER & SUMMER VACATION
EMPLOYMENT AVAILABLE
G. W. Steel Co. now hiring students in their advertising and
sales dept. for top paying summer jobs.

lini. Tognolini drove a 350 fodt.
bases loaded double into the outer
reaches of left field to cap San
Jose’s most koductive inning of
the 1961 season.
A wild pitch, six free passes and
a throwing error netted San Jose
five additional runs two innings
later. The game was all but over
as the rain clouds came in and
the field lights went on.
It didn’t rain, but It might as

well have for the Ducks. as
Turnbull breezed through the
Oregon lineup getting stronger
with each successive pitch.

Spartan second baseman Larry
Bachiu gathered three hits in five
trips to the plate to top the victors
111190?’"?’"99P911110.

mom

PLUS AN OPPORTUNITY TO EARN AN
ADDITIONAL S100 - S600 SCHOLARSHIP
and
YOU MAY CONTINUE ON A PART TIME BASIS
WHEN FALL SEMESTER BEGINS!
CL CY 7.8727 for a personal interview
10 a.m. to 12 noon
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

C. W. STEEL CO.
MC CLELLAN AIR FORCE BASE
at Sacramento, California
Announces Campus Interviews for
ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
(15335

$6345 Rn, Annum)

ADMINISTRATIVE TRAINEES
($4345 to $5355 P., Annum)
McClellan has a continuing requirement for a large
number of electrical and electronic engineers.
Administrative trainee positions are in such fields
as the following:
LOGISTICS SUPPORT
DIGITAL COMPUTER PROGRAMING
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
BUDGET ADMINISTRATION
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
TECHNICAL SUPPLY SUPPORT
APPLICATIONS ARE BEING ACCEPTED FROM MALE STUDENTS

U.S. Civil Service Procedures Apply
U.S. Citizenship Required

A RECRUITING REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE AT
THE CAMPUS FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEWS
ON APRIL 3, 1961
P"4-

-AILS
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TO ARRANGE
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No. 10 The Angels

*

SIGNS of SPRING

Come to think of it. Cepeda
has to be all wet when he says
Rig has no guts. Anyone who
manages this outfitand
already has an ulcer besideshas
to bubble over with intestinal

fortitude.
Actually, the infield strength of
the Smoglanders inspires no tears.
Rig can platoon Ted Kluszewski’s
muscle and Steve Bilko’s blubber
at first base. Each represents at
least a long-shot long ball threat.
At second hase. Ken Aspromonte (.286) is
solid performer. Young Ken Hamlin and veteran Rocky Bridges so
battle
it out for shortstop; and Eddie
Yost should stave off Father
Time for another journeyman

The catching is weak. Ed Sadowski boasts fine defensise ability:
Del Rice 39’ is experienced; and
F.arl Averill shows occasional plate
power. But none of them can be
acclaimed as top caliber.
In the Wrigley Field outfield,
there will be one hitting threat to
substantially wor ry opposing
moundsmen. Big Bob Cerv, if
healthy, should provide Rigney
with 30 homers or more. Ken Hunt
, who has one of the better throwin,
arms in the game, will he the cer
terfielder. Ken has shown power
hitting 23 home runs on a .272
average for Richmond.
With Cerv in left and Hunt in
r.enter, the right field post will I.
won by little Albie Pearson. ,ti
MeAnany or Faye Throneberry
Cerv is the only proven cloister
In the group. And at 35, he might
be over the hill.
If Rigney thinks he has troubles elsewhere on the club, he
hasn’t seen his pitching staff
or lack thereof.

from

Our

selection

of separates by
GLEN Of MICHIGAN

The thin man will have to com
pose a rotation from among staqnoteworthy east -offs as Eli Gr),,
Yanks), Ned Garver ’Athletics,
(Senator,.
Truman Clevenger
Tom Morgan I Tigers. Senators
terry Casale (Red Soul. Ted Bros .
field (Red Sox). Duke MA.f,
’Yanks). Bob Sprout and Dean
Chance,
Sole Negro in the Angel camp
is Morris Cigar, a southpaw about
whom it might be said: "He has a
smoking fast ball." Well, any%vas.

COURTESY DISCOUNTS
TO STUDENTS
Open Mon. & Thurs. Nights
’Til 9 p.m.

MosRer’s
CAMPUS SHOP
9.1) SoftFountV)

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
2980 St

of 47.7. But this will be the Cal
senior’s first 1961 outing and a
win by Don Ramos or Bruce McCullough of the Spartans would
not be a major upset.
The same situation is true in
the 8140 where Rick Sanford of
CC has a 1:54.7 zenith, better
than any Spartan. But Charlie
%lark, with a few miles of running already behind him, will
give Sanford a tough time.
The best bet lot the Bears looks

to be Dave Maggard in the shot
put. Maggard has spent his hibernation period with a set of barbells and will stuff 240 pounds
into his blue uniform.
With a 55-2 heave a year ago,
Dave has his sights on the UC
record held by Charlie Butt. Unfortunately for the Bear boosters,
of a handful of men who could Dave’s talents are limited to the
aid any cinder team. Cebron 16-pound ball and do not carry
Russ, a home -gross n product over into the discus ring.
Bud Winter’s plater tossers
who stayed in town to go to
college, is the hest Bear broad could sweep the event. Dan Studfragile ney, the new school record holdsince
jump
prospect
Monty Upshaw tested his ankles er. rates as the man to beat.
on the Edwards field runways a Teammate Harry Edwards might
be just the man to steal the blue
few years hack.
Russ also runs the hurdles, ribbon.
The large (6-8, 240) Missouri
where he is good in the lows and
not -so-good in the highs. Fortun- youngster has been orbiting
ately for UC. San Jose is not par- discs during practice sessions,
ticularly strong in the sticks but has yet to get off a first
class throw in meet competition.
either.
Sprinting, a leng-time SJS With the national Junior colforte, must be conceded to the lege record to his credit, Harry
!oeals. No. 1 Bruin is Ron Suggs, cannot be counted out of a first
a fellow who teamed with SJS’s place finish in any meet.
The final event of the afterDennis Johnson for Bakersfield
college in 1960. Suggs was third noon, Saturday. may turn out to
in the state JC meet, but can’t be be the most exciting. The mile rerated with Johnson and Willie lay is always interesting and could
Williams.
he particularly so in this meet.
Another standout for Brutus SJS’s foursome of Ramos. McHamilton’s charges is quarter
Cullough, Jim Flemons and Vllmiler Bob Karisrud. Bob garnered
a third place in the AAWU cham- hams are shooting for a school

15) FRANK (I RACOLICE
Orlando Cepeda’s opinion notwithstanding. Bill Rigney’s an Angeland guardian Angel at that,
Rig is the guy who’s entrusted
with the task of steering the
American League’s only Pacific
Coast representative clear of last
place. There are those who believe
that accomplishment of such an
undertaking might indeed call for pionships last year and has a best record.
heavenly powers.

Reason.

WHO WILL RECEIVE THEIR BACHELORS OR MASTERS DEGREES
BY JUNE 1961

CONSULT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR

umut
"*.

Earn from SW - S150 per week
on a guaranteed commission basis.

Bs TODD PIIIPERS
Barring unexpected strength
from the California Bear. San
Jose State should capture its
fourth straight win of the 1961
season, Saturday at Edwards field.
Berheley.
The big blue of the east bay will
be donning their uniforms for the
first time this year and so coach
Bud Winter and his Spartans
aren’t sure quite what to expect.
One thing is certain. The Bears
will he noticeably weaker this
year, due to the absence of a pair
of top-flight performers from the
Cal squad of 1960. Jack Yerman
and Jerry Siebert are gone and
replacements of similar caliber
have not yet ben found jogging
through Strawbeiry Canyon.
The Berkeley crew can boast

PREDI(

I

e

Unique STUDENT DISCOUNT
on all STERO and L.P. RECORDS
Open

’6(9

poor

Mon. & Than.

.1

1

Completely equipped to fill all
your stereo and Iti-Fi need%
2417 Stevens Creek Rd.
CYpreS‘ 50388

U

ler.

Where Servings Are Large
And Prices are Right

EAT
ARCHIE’S
-vrr
rims
STEAK HOUSE
..
545 S. 2nd St.

Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.

DOING IT THE HARD WAY hy to.cc_
(GETTING RID OF DANDRUFF, THAT IS!)

easier 3-minute way for men: FiTCH

\

(SOS). Williams (sis I. Suggs (C). Winning time:

9.4.
220Johnson (SJS), Williams (MS), Suggs (C). Winning timt
20.7.
440Karisrud ((’). Ramos (SJS), MeCullough (S.IS). Winning
time: 47.9.
830Clark (S.IS). Sanford ((), Davis (SJS). Winning time: 1:55.3.
MILEClark (5.15), I,inn (C), Davis (545). Winning time: 4:13.5.
2-MILE(iaylord (C). Cehel (CI. Whitehead (5.115). Winning time:
9:15.0.
H.H.Russ (C), Harrison (SJS), West (MS). Winning time: 14.5.
L.H.Russ (CI, McCullough (SJS), Harrison (545i. Winning time:
23.5.
SHOT PUT-31aggard ((), Shields (SJS), Airington (S4). Winning distance: 54-6.
DISCUSStudney (SJS), Edwards (5,15). Malynn (SJS). Winning
distance. 1614-0.
JAVELINStudney (SJS). Nordstrom ((’), Gale ((’). Winning distance: 228-14.
POLE VAULTGear (SJS). Kimmel! (OS), Chase (54S). Winning
height: 14-6.
HIGH JIMPZuhrInsky (SJS). Bell (CI, Gaskill (C). Winning
height: 6-8.
BROAD JUMPRuss (C), Teeth, (S.IS), Marcos (MS). Winning
distance: 24-7.
RELAYSan Jose State (Plenums, Mc(’ullough. Ramos. Williams).

Mcn. get rid of ernbai t . ,;;,e .1 ,
FITCH! In Just 3 minutes tone rubbing. one Lithe’ inn .
rinsing). ever) trace of dandruff. grime. gummy told ’
tonic goes right down the drain! Your hair loot
* scum.. healthier. ,f,.

F..1.,vi,feits:igrivint,oi,:,-,

SHAMPOO every week for

LEADING

MAN’S

SHAMPOO

positive dandruff control.
Keep your hair and scalp
really clean. dandruff-free!

,

afi

Winning time: 3:14.2.

FASmiON FOR THE

COLLEGE

GIRL

S.J.S. insignia on a lighter.
. Yours FREE with
.
purchase at
-take’
sM4

JosE

Ss ROUT

FIRST

O’F

La

Saturday
Night

WHAT’S GOING ON, ON CAMPUS’

PANTI-LEGS
THAT’S WHAT!
What’, going On inrls in every
college in the country? PANT1the
LEGS by GLEN RAVEN
fabulous new fashion that’s making girdles, garters and garter
belts old fashion! A canny combination of sheerest stretch stockings and non -transparent stretch
panty brief, PANT1-LEGS are
ecstatically comfortable with campus togs, date frocks, all your
espe’round-the-clock clothes
cially the new culottes and under
bulge.
or
wrinkle
slacks. No sag,
L-o-n -g wearing. Of sleek Enka
Nylon. Available in three shades
of beige plus black tint. Seamless
or with seams. Petite, Medium,
Medium Tall, Tall.
Seamless, $3.00. 2 for 2500.
With seams (non -run), $2.50.
2 for $4.90.

ELECTRONIC PARTS
HI -F! EQUIPMENT

United Radio &
TV Supply Co.

GROVE

Wholesale Distributors

Creel 114rd.

CY 8.12)2
1425 W

San Carlos

L. HART & SON

SAN

JOSE

e’el/

Spartan Sports

4

Spartans 82 California 49
100Johnson

e,^01,00r>tit)eex),

SAIlTA CRUZ BEAtii

Vie
ports SJS Ringmen
for Gloves Titles
NT
1RDS
fill all

need%

d.

MIWWMaiseue
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UP AND OVER

Oxy, Indians
Meet Spikers

tomorrow at 1 P.M.

members of San Jose
NCAA champion boxin2
,tis, 1959 and 1960, will be bat ill; in tomorrow night’s San
Francisco Golden Gloves finals at

Bud Winter’s track teain will be
in action twice during the vacation break. Following tomorrow’s
test in Berkeley against the California Bears, the spikers trek to
Palo Alto for a triangular meet on ,
Saturday, April 1.
Stanford and Occidental will be
on hand in Stanford stadium to;
duel with the Spartans. The Indians fared poorly in a relay meet
here earlier in the season, but
some strong individual performances could rob coach Winter’s1
forces of a win.
Occident al, a small school
with a big track team. is a peroval.
power on
the
ennial
who
Doug
Smith,
Sprinter
gained everyone’s attention by
upsetting Ray Norton in the
Fresno Relays a couple of years
ago. is still representing the Tigers on the straightaways.
To augment their power, Oxy
plucked versatile Dixon Farmer
from Miramonte (Walnut Creek)
high school. Fanner served his
the Tiger
apprenticeship with
trash in 1960 and can now cavort
in varsity encounters.

sid e,.’
will fight in the 125Nhols
ic
pound division, Brown and Renavides in the 147-pound class. Nichols and Blown are fighting in the
in the
pen class, Benavidez
na

Conditioning %sill be all-lmsiirtaid 10 the Spartan trio tomotron , Depending 1)11 tile draw
for opponents, aro or all at
aoni Might have to tight twice
evening.
ing
iimidez drew a bye in last
,k’s semi-finals while his mates
belting out impressive vic-

tories.
10),wn unleashed a furious of-a e to TKO Benjamin Burns
tile second round. Nichols
dapped his opponent five times
on his way to a lop-sided decision
triumph over Robert Johnson,
11 Ord.

FAIRGROUNDS
FAIRWAYS
Golf Course

50c

640l.r

HIGH-EST JUMPER-San Jose State high
jumper Gene Zubrinsky, a transfer from Glendale, rates as the favorite in Saturday’s dual
meet with the university of California at Berke.

State Golfers Play
Big Vacation Sked;
Trek to Santa Cruz
By ROGER KosKELA

FOR GREEN FEES
THIS

The spring vacation will offer
no relaxation to the SJS varsity
If team. Following a match with
Cal Poly tomorrow, the golfers
will travel to Santa Cruz next
Wednesday for the Northern California Intercollegiate championship at Pasatiempo Golf club.

AD

WITH COPY OF

10TH & TULLY ROAD

este,

tans as they tangle with the top
teams on the west coast.
Entries in the tournament will
Fresno
Cal,
include Stanford,
State, San Diego State, and, of
course, SJS, to name a few of the
better teams, plus a number of
smaller colleges. Oregon and Oregon State are expected to enter
also, but the weatherman for our
northern neighbors has not cooperated with them very well this
spring, and they are expected to
be a little green.

PIZZA
the old Style
(no machinery used)

i SPAGHETTI
& Mea+ Ball Dinner

$ 1 .15
HALF MOON
RESTAURANT
2687 STORY ROAD

Spartan coach Walt McPherson
,ays that Stanford, Fresno State,
,tut San Diego State, along with
-.IS, are the best teams in the
7.,orney, and one of them should
come home with the team trophy.

STATE MEAT
MARKET
150

E. Santa

fr

A

Clara

CYpress 2-7726

FIRST QUALITY MEATS
WHOLESALE & RETAIL
Canned

4 :h

Ham
Center

sic

$3.45
cut

Ih.

Sliced Ham . . 89c
Tender

Pb.

Rib Steak .... 72c
For4, &

Il

2 lbs.

7

for

Hamburger .. 85c
"IP011ogg401.111M/PaedgoiligliPr1e1ill

As sort of a "warm-up" for
the tournament, the golf team
will entertain Cal Poly tomorrow afternoon at I :US. The Mustangs are not expected to he as
strong as Fresno State was
Tuesday when they gave the
Spartans their first loss this sea- I
SIM. Previously, SJS haul defeat (’SF and (’OP In the first
tuo matches of the season.
A pleasant addition to the golf
...int from the baseball squad has
Mallagh
Mallagh.
Ban y
oen
,dayed in his first golf match
Tuesday against Fresno and came
through with a win. McPherson
expects Mallagh to progress quite

8

Iii \

CRACOLICE
A well-known New York writer who thrice predicted the
outcome of
and Ingo beefs has apparently become
as punch a. either Mr. Patterson or Mr. Johansson.
Oscar Fraley Fearless, he calls himself-has gone on record
as prognosticating that the San Francisco Giants will win the
1%1 National League pennant.
Indeed, Fearless is well-Panted. It k,- lots of guts to make

the pennant by most
season, the San
experts
last
Franciscans finished closer to last
place. And in the process lost
two managers, 75 ball games
(only four less than they won),
many fans, and part of the Canis
dlestick parking lotwhich
sinking slowly and surely into San:

Francisco bay.
Fearless, knowing all this, has
boldly scooped his colleagues by ,
forthrightly handing the pennant ,
to new Giant manager Alvin
Dark. And he has done so knowing that Dark has no managerial
experience behind him, that Willie
McCovey will start the season at
first base I the same McCovey
that flunked the course in 1960),
that San Francisco is not major
league at shortstop or behind the
plate, and that the Giants will
again play 77 games in the $15
million wind tunnel called Candlestick Park.
One Giant fan has opined that
playing in Candlestick is had for
both teams. We would remind him
that in San Francisco’s case it k
seven times as bad as those of
the other National League en- ,
tries, who play in the tunnel 11
times apiece and consider that
11 times too many.
Fearless, in tabbing San Francisco for the zenith, must be
thinking of the turnabout performances of the Los Angeles1
Dodgers in 1958 and 1959. Their
first season out on the Pacific
coast, the Dodgers finished an 1
astonishing seventh, playing in

a bit more as the season ages. The
the Coliseum--a nice place
quick jump directly into the golf football games, track meets and
matches from the baseball dia- nomination acceptance speeches.
mond has slowed his progress.
Mallagh agreed to play golf aftlearning he would be used
mostly as a pinch hitter on the

SAYINGS ANNOUNCED

er

NEW AUTO INSURANCE

baseball

Savings up to $120 on automobile
insurance are now common for
married men under 25 years of
Igo with the California Casualty
- Inanity Exchange,
’trried men in this age bracket
- generally paying excessive
’111.1ITIs for the degree of risk
nrolved, says George M. Campbell, Spartan Representative for
the Exchange.
"Ws believe that a married man
with family responsibilities is a
more careful driver, and causes
fewer accidents," said Campbell.
"Therefore, he is entitled to rates
for mature drivers."
For erample: A married man, age
22 with Bodily Injury Liability
$10/20,000, Property Damage
$5.000 and Medical $500
PaYs
about $157 a year with most insurance companies. With California Casualty he would pay
about $80 less $16 dividend, or
a net of $64 (based on current
23 per cent dividend). Thus he
saves about $93 with the Exchange. (Other coverages with
comparable savings),
Campbell declared that even unmarried men and women with
good driving records may save
seer 20 per cent.
Call or write for full information
Is George ivf. Campbell. $66
Monte Ave. Sunnyvale, REgent 9124( (day & nitar).

Fraley Forecasts Flag
For ’Frisco’s’ Giants

true.
Picked for

commuter tournament winner
John Lots will lead the Spar-

env

by. The short Spartan has cleared 6-7 for Bud
Winter’s squad this year. His principal competition in the upcoming meet will be two Bears,
Eureal Bell (6.61/3) and Todd Gaski11(6-51/2)-

would

team,
be

of

and

inore

therefore

value

as

a

GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
SPECIALTY
Powerglicks
Hydramatic
Special Student Rates

A & M Auto Repair
456 E. San Salvador

golfer.

Gym Meet
The San Jose State gym
team, under the direction of
1’011111 Roy Davis, looks for its
first win tomorrow night when
It meets the Oakland Gym club
and the California freshmen in
the Spartan gym at 7:30. Leading performers for S.IS are
tumblers Keith Gouger and Rich
Weatherall. and Lynn Dodson
on the trampoline. San Jose recently placed fifth in the Pacific
Coast Collegiate championships.

such a prediction; and Fraley will
need rots a ruck to see It come

SJS will send mix players to
the tournament, as will all other
colleges, to compete for individual and team honors. Alameda

;.

Jim Sal

CY 5-4247

PERFECTION
IS WHAT WE INSIST ON

Old World Charm in Dining
America’s Most Beautiful Hofbrau

Authentic Bavarian Food
Music Every Night

20% STATIONS
& Williams

-

6th & Keys

-

10th & Taylor

Die Rhinelander
Band

Wanda
Baughn

Fri. & Sat. Nites

and Her Piano

garden el
e y .-11ofirale
51 So. Market
CY 7-2002
i-7;*;/

7.-N-7"i"/

Be perspicacious!

Not this o studn1 who

This, prarapladarre
sharp, /WM keeps ipso
awake load elerisotely1
II you sunietizues had btudying soporific (and who doesn’t?), the word
to remember is NoDoz.. NoDoz perks you up in minutes, with the
same safe awakener found in coffee or tea. Yet NoDoz
docrwsnis v.v., books no mottsr
how much shitip h get,

is faster, handier, snore reliable. Absolutely
non-habit-forming, NoDoz is sold
everywhere without prescription. So.
to keep perspicacious during stud!, sad
exams-- and while driving, too-

4019
r--"‘

alw4N- ’,rep NoDuz to proximity.
IS.

stay melte tablet evadable

everywhere Another

tine eroded Of Steve Labetaterlea,

On

with
Mrs Ski=

In a recent learned journal (Mad) the distinguished board
chairman (Ralph "Flot-Lips" Sig:Ma-is) of one of our inot4

Perfection is a
tradition with us.
We use only the finest
foods . . . prepare each dish
with meticulous core

An

important American corporations (tlie
wrote a trenchant article in which he

Mechanical Dog (’o.)

pinpointed our gravest
tuitional problem: the lack of culture among science graduates.
Mr. Sigafoos’s article, it must be emphasized, was in no sense
derogatory. He stated guile clearly that the science student,
what with his gruelling curriculum in physics, math, and chemistry, can hardly be expected to find time to study the arts
too. What Mr. Sig:Ma’s deploresindeed, what we all deplore
is the lopsided result of today’s science courses: gradual’ s

1401 South First St.

who can build a bridge but can’t coniraise is concerto, who kit’ w
Planck’s Constant but not Botticelli’s Venus, who are familiar
with Fraunhofer’s lines but nut with Schiller’s.
Mr. Sigafoos can find no solution to this hideous imbalance.
1, however, believe there is one-- and a very simple one. It is
this: if students of science don’t have time to come to the arts,
then we must let the arts come to students of science.

at Alma

...427";) -49771

for college undergraduates
OUR "346" DEPARTMENT
AND OUR UNIVERSITY SHOP

These two fine departments offer a wide
choice of practical, good-looking clothing
and furnishings, reflecting our taste, exclusive styling and unmatched experience
in outfitting undergraduates. We invite
you to visit our stores during Spring vacation, and make your selections.
OUR

kriow
For example, it would be a very easy thing to teach padre,
and music right along with physics. Students, instead of merely
being called upon to recite in physics class, would instead be
required to rhyme their :tanners and set them to familiar tunes
like, for instance, The Colonel Bogey March. Thus recitations
would not only be chock-full of important facts but would, at
the sante time, expose the student to the aesthetic delights of
great music. Here, try it yourself. You all know The Colonel
Bogey March. Come, sing along with ine:

"346" DEPARTMENT

Ph ysits
Is what ice learn in class.
Einstein
Said energy
mass.
A.( (don
Is highfalutin
And Pascal’s a rascal. Ro’s Boyle.

(sizes 36 to 46)

Tropical Suits, $80

Woollen Suits, $90 to $105

Tweed Sport Jackets, from $65 to $75

Tropical Suits, $60

Do you see how much more broadening, how much more
uplifting to learn physic, t his way? Of course you do. What?
You want another chorus? By all means:

Washable Suits, from $45

Odd Jackets, from $15 Blazers, $ 4 S

1

Khaki Chino Odd Trousers, $l0

ISTAIBLISHID

mis

100+ Octane Ethyl

Examples of year-around oil prices:
Shell x -I 00, Quaker State, Triton, Veedol,
qt. can 38c
Havoline, Valvoline, Richlube
can 50c
qt.
Castrol
$1.98
Eastern
100
Can,
5 -gal. Sealed
22c
package
Cigarettes

SUNDAY
through
THURSDAY

I WAS A TEEN-AGE SLIDE RULE

(sizes 35 to 42)

92+ Octane Reg.

51.0).1.

(A athor of "I Was a’Inca-aye Dwarf","Tise Many
Loves of InAne Gslise", etc.)

OUR UNIVERSITY SHOP

SAVE
in% c per
gal.
2c &

irA Jjlt. JtkO)Y.,JIkOilk

L. 0.Jtkeitleit

.ee

xezar pavilion.
competing in tomorrow night’s
matches will be Ron Nichols,
woo Brown and Benny Rena-

SPARTAN 0421.T...A

1 Thursday. March 23. 1963

;

P_Prohr-l;Pvhiedi
ens

CLOTHING
rash hi-01as tr hoes

201 POST ST., COR. GRANT AVE., SAN FRANCISCO 8, CAL.
727 WEST SEVENTH STREET, LOS ANGELES 17, CAL,
NOV PORK

BOSTON

PITTSBURGH

CHICAGO

Le,orrtexe-r-erreAto-rtdar-r..2"-ct,dor-tt.exrt...et.-- .09.),

L. who
it jar.
lit wode
Trolley
Ile made the Trolley car.
Curie
Rode in a surrey,
And Diesel’s a awned. So’s Bogie.
student has mastered The Colonel Bogey

Once the
Morris, he
can go on to more complicated melodies like Death and Tratinfiguration, the Eroica, and Love Me Tender.
And when the student, loaded with science and culture,
leaves the classroom and lights Isis Marlboro, how much snore
he will enjoy that filter, that flavor, that pack or box! Because
there will no longer be an unease gnawing at his soul, no longer
II little voice within hint repeating that he is culturally a dolt.
Ile will knoll -know joyously -that he is a fulfilled man, n
whole mail, and he will bask and revel in the pleasure of his
Marlboro as a eolt rolls in new grass -content, complete, truly
educated -a credit to his college, to himself, and to his Whitecone.t!
a MI Hee Swam,
And while be is rolling, coltwise, in the new aaaaa ,perhaPa
he would stop long enough to try a new cigarette from the
makers of Marlborounfiltered, king-size Philip Morris
Commander. Welcome aboard!

11111m"-

fi-SPARTAN 19 911 9

TtillesdaY March 23. 1961

Year Again;
SJS Student Guest Speaker!SCAT Tests Iranians Fest New
At Red Cross, City College Will Be Given Party Held at Sainte Claire
To 24 Seniors

SJS Chinese Send
Queen Candidate
To LA. Conference

Red Cross activities in the MidThe SJS
;
Students’ Intercollegiate organiza- dle East and "Where the Arab
World
Stands," are the subjects
tion will journey to Los Angeles
Ibis weekend to attend and enter of two speeches to be given today
its representative queen candidate
in the 17th annual organization
conference. Edwin Cbeung, publicity chairman, announced.
Miss Frances Louie, 20-year-old
Junior and the organization’s representative candidate for queen,
will be competing against entrants l
from junior colleges, universities
and colleges throughout the state,
Cheting added.
With a theme of "Coherence
Through Self-Realization," t he
program will include tennis, basketball and bowling tournaments
in addition to an Icebreaker
Dance. a Coronation Ball. a fashion show, an awards banquet. several skits and a talent show, commented Miss Louie.

WESTMINSTER
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH

CY 4-7447

ABDEL EL-CHEHABI
. . . Red Cross speaker
junior umby Abaci
4"ineering major from Lebanon.
The SJS student has been asked
iv the International clubat San
1Jose city college to speak at the
group’s meeting at 10:30 a.m. The
Arab World will be his subject.

Sunday Services

I .

8:30 & 11 a.m.

I

RED CROSS SPEAKER
El-Chehabi will then speak at

7:00 p.m.
JOHN KNOX
FELLOWSHIP

A

9 40 a.m. Perspective
00 p.m. Knot Club

THIS SUNDAY:
"Secularized Religion
in American Society"

Ii

Transportation at
Ph San Fernando 8 San
Carlos at 9:15 a.m.

St. Thomas Chapel
WORSHIP SERVICE
beginning again on
April 9 - 10 a.m.
(After Ea5ter Vacation)
THE REV. ALLAN DIETER
Campus Pastor

Campus Christian Center
300 S. 104 at San Carlos
NATIONAL LUTHERAN COUNCIL

ofigirgit

Greetings from

TRI-C
who invites you to

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
EASTER SUNDAY SERVICES
the Bay’s larges+ indoor Easter Service in
San Jose’s Civic Auditorium at 11 a.m.
EVERY SUNDAY, TRI-C PRESENTS
TWO HOURS OF SPIRITUAL MENTAL STIMULATION.
9:45 a.m. and 5:45 p.m.

The Impossibility of Agnosticism
,i1 prove
lie ’.1 ho denies til;li ue (2111
An ,c...:no,t IC I
,,,ything beyond the material phenomena of the universe, even
,i,ough such may exist. This belief immediately rules out the
ip,ssitelity of man ever coming to know and fellowship with the
of whom the Bible speaks.

Il meeting of the intera lutin
national activities committee of
the San Jose Red Cross chapter.
He will tell of the period diredly after the Jews took over
in Palestine. El-Chehabi explained,
Aid to ate! sheltering of refugees
will be included in his talk.
El-Chehabi was a relief transportation clerk and a translator
for the Red Cross in Lebanon.

TAUGHT ENGLISH
He was also employed as a
translator for an American oi I
company on the Bahrain Islands.
The engineering major taught
English for the Bahrain governrnent’s education department.
He is a transfer student from I
Santa Rosa and Vallejo junior,
colleges.
I
El-Chehabi is president of the
Arab-American students assn.

The school and college ability
test, (SCAT), to aid in prediction
of success and guidance of college
upperclassmen, will be given to
24 seniors selected at random this
week, according to Dr. Harrison
F. Heath, testing officer.
Dr. Heath indicated that approximately 1600 seniors. in 68
colleges throughout the country,
will be taking the tests which are
designed to be helpful in predicting academic performance in the
college junior and senior years.
Dr. Heath further said that the
same test will be given to juniors
next fall.
"These tests may also prove
helpful in determining qualifications of junior college students
transferring to four year colleges.

Celt:Wants IA Iran’s New Year Mehdi Shaken, SJS junior front
will be able to do it all over again Tehran, has announced.
Saturday night at a No-Rooz party
Last week, the International
in the Sainte Claire’s Empire hall, Students Organization sponsored
an Iranian party at the Hawaiian
Gardens.
Joe Barbera’s "Swing Kings"
will provide dance music from 8
p.m. until 2 a.m. and Iranian dancer Yildiz Mahsoud will perform exotic middle eastern dances includnmumahbesort.id:
s
Accompanying Miss
logAcacomT1
dance interpretations will be exotic
Maureen
oriental
Facchino. a local high school sttl-

instruments.

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Rates:
25c a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertion
2 line minimum

Job Interviews

1- Peace Walk Gets
TASC Support

EM2

Spartaguide

LLAIJLPIki

t I

Light up an L M,

Christian Scientist
Will Speak April 4

Six

Question *3:
Answer:
Question #4:

Answer:

Seven or more

Should class attendance be optional so long as students
pass the exams given in class?
Yes
When buying cigarettes, which do you usually purchase,
the soft pack or the box?
Soft Pack
Box_

Jr’j.111.ii-,J‘iii

Jr,Iirl [18

...Flavor that never
dries out your taste!
Get the flavor only L’q+.4 unlocks...available in
pack or box!

not

know God, but
Men are at liberty to say that they do
:ey are not, thereby entitled to say that God cannot be known.

PI C is a State campus club- sPitihref social- 646,4’ll,^1,1 ..b!n’
with a Baptist affiliation but open to all students
. .. presenting the themes of the Greatest Life Err.r 1.....ed et the
collegian’s level of interest and appreciation.
... and stressing the relevance of dynamic faith le campus living.
(Sundays. 9 45 am.and 5:4e p.m.-3rd and San Antonia)

ii

1

This reilitc. the term "Infiniti." to an altsurtlits. For an
Winne that is ittialple tip express Itself is has eapable than finite
mortals.
an Infinite that is capable of self-expression
and is aware of the perplexity and need of man and yet falls to
tweak through the %en, in lenn moral than man.

1

r.

Moslems May Form
SJS ’Islamic Club’

Ills Misers at ion is foolproof. But his deduction Is a non-...minim. hissed nil inadequate data, and we must reject it. He
!itirs. ultimo, any grounds in his obvem:stions. that thi. Infinite
Is
incapable of penetrating the seill!

SJS TRI-C CLUB

TTypewriter,enio

Austin41
44-;;;Ii43ara7tHeCeroa3lyc3e0rS p
01( S’ I :9755. -CA: 72i,
SJS participated in a similar
To Place an Ad:
testing program for the freshman
Call at Student Affairs Office
3,2,1t4ris Ag 75.t6,e8w2:111{f,Bra
rs. /hoolci..cc:xd.
Room IS, Tower Hall
and sophomore levels of the test
or Send in Handy Order Blank
Typiwriter
series of 1956 and 1958.
Underwcod
511, CY 7.6691.
with Check or Money Order,
I The school and college ability
YILDIZ MAHSOUD
.57 VGA,
h wire
:emovabi
No phone orders
tests were developed and are pub. . exotic dancer
6, , ion of an "14, it club" lished by the Cooperative Division
Roafids
Transportation
is the aim of a meeting, called of F:chicational Testing Service.
Summer rates now $90 iii 1 bdrm. 536
Riders wanted
for those of Moslem faith a n d Princeton, N.J.
Sc. 8th St. CY 8-1573.
Cont
at
CY
3.4185
"those who want to know about
546 So. HA. 3 rm. mod, furn, apt. cpl.
LA.
ride
needed
Islam," to be held Friday at 545
only CY 5-4690 eves.
exp. Call CH
S. Ninth at., apt. 8. at 7 p.m.
Boy to share approved apt, with another
Couple desires rid,
furn. 643 So. 6th CY 5.6584.
Mike Minkara. presently soda!
A t.itir ila us all; trolit Sunny- $40.00
lv. 4 Firth
male student to share ap.
chairman of International Student
- vale to San Francisco to "demon- Minted
Personal
wuih another student, util., linens fur. 655
,rganization, said the proposed
strate
a
desire
for
peace"
will
be
th
in
Note: Interviews Cr. held
2 Co-ed; seek g, Cs) - ,hrd sons.
So. 6th. CY 5.5847.
tb would serve as an informa- ’ Placement Office, Adm234. Appointlined
by several members of Furn. rms. male student, kit privl.. $10.,
cy
9759.
on center, and meeting Place ment lists are put out in advanced Ora TASC student political party.
15 Call CY 3-3088.
Moslems on campus.
Lost
and
.
The
peace
walk
will
begin
at
Found
requested
are
students
interview and
Wanted
Friday night’s meeting, Minkara to sign up early.-Ed.
noon March 28 in Washington Wanted one male roommate to share Photo note;weeen and
c "of
splained. would be to draw up
j park and end in a rally April 1 nice apt Rent $37.50, 726 S. Sth, See d og
Hall desk. 325
, constitution for the club, and TOMAS’
I in Union Square, according to Jack.
Missed!
Pacific Gas and Electric co.
DIRTY LAUNDRY, for STUDENTS
epare it for college recognition.
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1110 colleges throughout the nation. Watch for the next poll coming soon.
,udying in this country.
Varian Associates will interview
Minkara mentioned that Islam
one of the world’s largest re- electrical and mechanical engin:ions, with only Christianity eering majors and physics majors.
Columbia Geneva Steel will interview general. chemical. electrical and industrial engineering majors along with industrial technology, metallurgy and mechanical
engineering majors.
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you go if odds for your safe return were 50-50?
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Mrs. Florence Middaugh, CSI3 oh
Friday Flicks, "Peyton Place," Los Angeles, before the SJS
Answer:
Yes_
No
’1155, 7:30 p.m.. 25 cents.
Christian Science club, April 4.
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married?
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Answer:
None
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Two_
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Four
lung the electrical items in a car. sion charge.
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The position was classically expressed by Herbert Spencer,
vularly tegarded as one of the foremost apostles of agnoticism.
stated, and we must agree that all known observation will
.:ify his point, that no bird has ever been known to penetrate
.- heavens and fly beyond). and no finite human mind has ever
known to penetrate the veil that hides the mind of the
:mite. Therefore. ho reostuated, the Infinite may not be known
the finite . . i.e. agnosticism is secure.

Ignorance is understandable; lack of courage to face conlOorary American paganism is also understandable. However.
IS very difficult to understand men claiming God is unknowHe while there are data which they decline to investigate, and
iire than one valid experiment to which they are afraid to 81/h.
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dances at the party.
Tickets to the affair $11‘ $3
couple and are available
at the
door. According to Shakeri. orm,
izer of the affair, celebrants
come alone or as couples.
A hand made sliver item from
the middle east will be
offerta
as door prize at the
said. Free refreshments will be
served.
The celebration commemorates
the first day of spring on ns,10,
non -year-old Iranian
calendar,
shakeri stated.

A man with Alopecia Universalis*
doesn’t need this deodorant
He could use a woman’s roll-on with impunity. Mennen Spray w ,
made for the man who wants a deodorant he knows will get through
to the skin ... where perspiration starts.
Mennen Spray Deodorant does just that. It gets through to the
skin. And it works. All day. More men use Mennen Spray than any
other deodorant. Have you tried it yet?
640 and $1.00 plus tax
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Answer: Question #1. Yes 36.2%, No 63.8%.
Answer: Question #2. None 3.1%. One 8.3%. Two 30.5’
Three 30.6%, Four 16.1%. Five 4.6;,.
Six 2.3%. Seven or more 4.2%.
Answer: Question #3. Yes 68.7%. No 3/.3%.
Answer: Question #4. Soft Pack 72.2’ . Box 27.8%.

M tomes both ways, of course, but thy big
difference in VA
is friendly flavor of tine tobaccos blended to suit your taste.
o

Myer, Tobacco CO.

